Full Spectrum Insights:

A New Way to Motivate Sustainable Behaviors
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INTRODUCTION

For years, almost all consumer profiling has examined American consumers’ behaviors, attitudes and
opinions. Occasionally, consumers’ life goals and belief systems entered the conversation. And rarely (if
ever) did consumers’ ways of thinking about and interpreting the world – or worldviews – become part of
the profile. Simply put, traditional marketing research and segmentation answered the who, the what and
occasionally the how – but not the why.
Shelton Group, a leading advertising agency in the sustainability space, recognized that a complete picture
of consumers needed to be developed in order to motivate more people to make sustainable choices.
There was a need to understand ‘the why’ of sustainable consumer behavior in order to move sustainability
messaging forward with more resonant and motivating communication. For example, traditional market
research might point to Baby Boomers with high green behaviors and attitudes as likely purchasers of a
hybrid car, but that information doesn’t help us understand ‘the why’ of that choice. (Turns out, there are
different reasons why someone would buy a hybrid, and those deeper drivers are what this white paper
seeks to reveal.)
Using its proprietary consumer segments to address ‘the who’ and ‘the what,’ Shelton partnered with
leading behavioral scientist John Marshall Roberts to discover ‘the why.’ Together we designed and
ran a national study to test predictions about the deeper psychological drivers of sustainability-related
attitudes and behaviors among mainstream consumers. Our intention was to create the most complete,
actionable and deeply insightful profile of American consumers on this topic – a full spectrum approach.
More importantly, by answering the why, we hope to help marketers everywhere achieve breakthrough
results for their sustainable ideas, products and services by crafting messages that will make it easier for
consumers to make sustainable choices without threatening their foundational worldviews.
Key findings from this research include:
΄ :^fcVR^eRaMZZ2\RaWPM]_^_dZMcW^]SMZZbfWcVW]cVRf^aZQeWRfSaM\Rf^aYM]QcVREVRZc^]bRU\R]cMcW^]\^QRZ
΄ FVRQRŬ]W]UPVMaMPcRaWbcWPb^ScVRf^aZQeWRfM]QbdbcMW]MOWZWchbRU\R]cb
΄ IVWPVf^aZQeWRfbQ^\W]McRfWcVW]RMPV^SEVRZc^]ͭbbdbcMW]MOWZWchbRU\R]cb
΄ :^fRMPV^ScVRS^da_aRQ^\W]M]cf^aZQeWRfbW]cRa_aRcM]QaRMPcc^bdbcMW]MOWZWchW]cRa\b^SMccWcdQRb͜
behaviors and communications
΄ Ba^eR]bcaMcRUWRbM]QcMPcWPbS^aP^\\d]WPMcW]UbdbcMW]MOWZWchc^RMPVf^aZQeWRfbRU\R]c
The Boat and the Anchor
The simplest way to illustrate this
 " !
new, full-spectrum approach is by

using the metaphor of a boat. (See

Figure 1.) Consumer behaviors – like
"#" "&"
the movements of a boat at sea – are
driven by a variety of factors. These
"""#!  !
factors range from macroeconomic

!! "!
or cultural trends (the weather) to

!
personal life challenges (waves),
down to deeply cherished attitudes
and beliefs (currents and tides).

 $%!
With all of these chaotic factors at
 !"
play, seeing the deeper structure
and pattern of consumer (aka ‘boat’)
' $%
behavior can be difficult. Faced with
such complexity, and lacking a clear
scientific map to journey deeper below the ocean’s surface, most marketers just trust their gut and/or rely
upon simple, descriptive demographic segmentation systems – the who and the what.
But there is another option available to us – we can finally learn to dive deep and understand our
audiences’ “anchors” – the why. In truth, our most profound, actionable insights will come not from knowing
about the wind, tides and weather, but from knowing precisely where our consumer’s psychological boat is
anchored. Why? Because a person’s psychological anchor, or worldview, sets the foundational context from
which basic sustainability beliefs, goals and attitudes are developed and how sustainability messages are
interpreted. Ultimately, these all drive sustainable behaviors.
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We strongly believe that any marketer who hopes to drive mainstream consumers to make sustainable
choices will be lost at sea if they formulate their strategic approach without a deep understanding of the
various worldview anchors that underlie their target audiences’ day-to-day purchasing decisions. In fact, in
our analysis, many of the less successful green marketing efforts of the past would have been vastly more
effective if they had been created with a true understanding of consumer behavior.

METHODOLOGY

EVRZc^]8a^d_ŬRZQRQ6P^BdZbR͜M`dM]cWcMcWeRbdaeRhŬRZQRQeWMcVR;]cRa]RcSa^\?MaPV ͼ ͜ ͙
FVRbdaeRhP^]cMW]RQM\Wg^SŬgRQaRb_^]bRMZcRa]McWeR`dRbcW^]b͜>WYRacbPMZR`dRbcW^]bM]QQWbPaRcR
PV^WPR`dRbcW^]b͙EVRZc^]8a^d_dcWZWjRQEdaeRhEM\_ZW]U;]cRa]McW^]MZͭb^]ZW]RP^\\d]WchS^abM\_ZW]U͙
FVRbdaeRhfMbUR^UaM_VWPMZZhbcaMcWŬRQc^\Waa^acVRUR^UaM_VWPQWbcaWOdcW^]^ScVR_^_dZMcW^]MURQ^a
older (227,301,996) in the United States. Survey sample data were also weighted slightly to match U.S. age,
education, gender and ethnicity. The survey yielded 1,013 complete responses, for a 95-percent confidence
ZReRZM]QMP^]ŬQR]PRW]cRaeMZ^SήΧ ͙_RaPR]c͈\MaUW]^SRaa^a͉͙
IRP^]cMPcRQ6P^BdZbRaRb_^]QR]cbfWcVMbV^acS^ZZ^fd_bdaeRhQdaW]UcVRfRRY^S2_aWZ ͜ ͜
M]QMbYRQcVR\c^M]bfRaYRh`dRbcW^]bSa^\cVRD^ORacbI^aZQeWRf2bbRbb\R]c͈DI2͉_bhPV^UaM_VWP
inventory. Sixty-five percent responded, and we were able to append one of the four primary Worldview
FVW]YW]UbchZRbc^ aRb_^]QR]cbOMbRQ^]cVRWaM]bfRab͙


  


  


 


SHELTON’S SUSTAINABILITY SEGMENTS: BRIEF OVERVIEW

Over the past four years, Shelton Group has conducted two national online studies annually that identify
and track U.S. consumer opinions, attitudes and behaviors regarding

bdbcMW]MOWZWch͛6P^BdZbRM]Q8aRR]>WeW]UBdZbR͙FVRbRbcdQWRbVMeR
revealed four distinct consumer groups, or segments.


  

  

 

    



  


Actives – 23% of Americans
True to their name, this group is green in both beliefs and activities. They
are well educated and have the disposable income to follow through on
  
their beliefs, which remained strong from last year to this year. Actives

 
were the group most likely to have chosen one product over another,

or stopped purchasing a product based on the environmental record/
practices of its manufacturer (25% vs. 13% of the overall sample). They
have the strongest sense of personal responsibility to change their daily
habits and purchase behaviors to positively impact the environment
(91% vs. 56% overall). And if they learned that some of their activities were not very environmentally friendly,
they would be very likely to change their behavior (29% vs. 13% overall).


  



  

 
Other characteristics of Actives:
΄ FVRhMaRfWZZW]Uc^_Mh\^aRS^aM_a^QdPccVMcWbR]eWa^]\R]cMZZhbMSR͈ ̈́eb͙ ̈́^eRaMZZ͉͜M]Q]W]Rch
percent of Actives are searching for greener products (vs. 69% overall).
΄ 6WUVchRWUVc_RaPR]cbMWQcVRhORZWReRUZ^OMZfMa\W]UWb^PPdaaW]UM]QWb_aW\MaWZhPMdbRQOhVd\M]
activity (vs. 52% overall); they chose “climate change/global warming” as their greatest environmental
concern (20% vs. 12% overall).
΄ FVRhMaR\^aRZWYRZhc^PV^^bRcVRR]eWa^]\R]c^eRacVRWaP^\S^ac^aP^]eR]WR]PR͈ ̈́eb͙ ̈́^eRaMZZ͉͙
΄ FVRhͭaRUaRR]W]O^cVMccWcdQRbM]QORVMeW^ab͜MbReWQR]PRQOhcVRWa^eRaMZZ]d\ORa^SUaRR]MPcWeWcWRb͜
participating in or completing an average of 19 activities (compared to 12 by the overall sample). They had
MVWUVRaZReRZ^S_MacWPW_McW^]cVM]cVR^eRaMZZbM\_ZRS^aMZZ MPcWeWcWRb\R]cW^]RQ͙
    

Seekers – 33% of Americans
Ninety-three percent of Seekers say they’re “searching for greener (more energy-efficient, natural or sustainable)
products these days.” Most Seekers, however, have just begun to make greener choices – they have adopted or
purchased only slightly more sustainable habits and products than the average American. Seekers reported an
average of 13 activities/habits, compared to the overall sample average of 12.
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Seekers are somewhat green in terms of attitude. Seekers said it was important for others to see them as
environmentally responsible (62% vs. 53% overall), yet they secretly avoid environmentally friendly activities that
are viewed as inconvenient. When we asked, “Given a choice between your comfort, your convenience or the
R]eWa^]\R]c͜fVWPVf^dZQh^dPV^^bRͣͪ ̈́^SERRYRab_WPYRQP^]eR]WR]PR͈eb͙ ̈́^eRaMZZ͉͙
:^fReRa͜ERRYRabMPc_aW\MaWZhc^bMeR\^]RhM]Q^dc^SP^]PRa]S^acVRWaVRMZcVM]QcVRVRMZcV^ScVRWa
families, rather than out of an altruistic concern for the environment or the world at large. Seekers’ number
one reason to buy greener personal care products was “to limit my (and my family’s) exposure to toxins and
chemicals” (20% vs. 16% overall).
Other Characteristics of Seekers:
΄ FVRhfRaRcVRbRU\R]c\^bcZWYRZhc^bMhcVMccVRRP^]^\WPaRPRbbW^]PMdbRQcVR\c^OdhSRfRaUaRR]
products (39% vs. 19% overall).
΄ FVRhͭaRXdbc]^cbdaRMO^dcPZW\McRPVM]UR͝^]Zh ̈́MUaRRQcVMcWcͭb^PPdaaW]UM]Q_aW\MaWZhPMdbRQOh
humans (vs. 52% overall). They were more likely than average to be neutral on this issue (29% vs. 26% overall).
΄ FVRhQ^͜V^fReRa͜_a^SRbbM]W]cRaRbcW]PVM]UW]UOMQVMOWcb͙2Z\^bc ̈́bMWQcVRhf^dZQORZWYRZh^a
very likely to change behaviors if they learned their habits harmed the environment.
΄ 2]QcVRhfRaRbZWUVcZh\^aRZWYRZhcVM]MeRaMURc^SRRZaRb_^]bWOZRS^aPVM]UW]UcVRWaQMWZhVMOWcbM]Q
purchase behaviors to improve the environment (59% vs. 56%).
Indifferents – 16% of Americans
Indifferents have an overall lack of interest in environmental issues. To capture their attention and motivate
them to make green purchases or change their behaviors, they have to see the money-saving benefit. Their
top reason for buying a green product is “to save money.” And when asked why most companies adopt
environmentally friendly practices, Indifferents were more likely than the overall sample to give money-saving
aRb_^]bRbͼͩc^aRQdPRR]RaUhP^bcb͈ͪ ̈́eb͙ ͉̈́M]QͩORPMdbRWcVRZ_bcVRWaO^cc^\ZW]R͈ͪ ̈́eb͙͉͙̈́
@RMaZhVMZS͈ ͉̈́bMWQcVRhMaRbRMaPVW]US^aUaRR]Ra_a^QdPcbͼMZcV^dUVcVWbQ^Rb]^cbRR\c^OR
translating into actual purchase decisions or behavior adoption for most of them. On average, they
_MacWPW_McRW]cVRZ^fRbc]d\ORa^SUaRR]MPcWeWcWRb͈eb͙ ^eRaMZZ͉͜M]Q ̈́MaRW]cVRZ^f͈ͼ͉MPcWeWch
category (vs. 29% overall).
Other Characteristics of Indifferents:
΄ FVRhMaR\WQQZR^ScVRa^MQaRUMaQW]U_Rab^]MZaRb_^]bWOWZWchS^aPVM]UW]UcVRWaQMWZhVMOWcb^a_daPVMbR
practices to positively impact the environment (53% “neutral” vs. 35% overall).
΄ IVR]MbYRQWScVRhf^dZQPVM]URcVRWaORVMeW^aWScVRhZRMa]RQcVMccVRWaVMOWcbfRaR]^ceRah
R]eWa^]\R]cMZZhSaWR]QZh͜ ̈́bMWQcVRhfRaR]RWcVRaZWYRZh]^ad]ZWYRZhc^PVM]UR͈eb͙ ̈́^eRaMZZ͉͙
΄ @W]RchS^da_RaPR]cVMeR]^cPV^bR]M_a^QdPc^abc^__RQ_daPVMbW]UM_a^QdPcOMbRQ^]cVR
R]eWa^]\R]cMZ_aMPcWPRb^SWcb\M]dSMPcdaRa͈eb͙̈́^eRaMZZ͉͙
΄ >RbbcVM]VMZS͈ ͉̈́MUaRRQcVMcPZW\McRPVM]URWb^PPdaaW]UM]Q_aW\MaWZhPMdbRQOhVd\M]MPcWeWch͜fWcV
another 32% neither agreeing nor disagreeing (vs. 26% overall).
Skeptics – 28% of Americans
When asked to provide three different words or short phrases to describe what the term “green” means
to them, Skeptics were the most likely to provide descriptions like these: crap, scam, hype, lie, nothing or
political propaganda (12% vs. 2% of the other three segments). They were also the group most likely to
define green as expensive, cost or money. (10% vs. 5%).
They are more concerned about their comfort and convenience than about the environment, and they are
more likely than the overall sample not to feel any personal responsibility to change their daily habits or
purchase behaviors to positively impact the environment (21% vs. 10%). They were also more likely than
average to say preserving nature was not important to them (21% vs. 12% overall) and that fitting into nature
fMb]^cW\_^acM]cc^cVR\͈ ̈́eb͙̈́^eRaMZZ͉͙
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Other Characteristics of Skeptics:
΄ AeRaS^ach_RaPR]c͈ ͉̈́bMWQMP^\_M]hͭbR]eWa^]\R]cMZaRP^aQQ^Rb]^cW\_MPccVRWaQRPWbW^]fVRcVRa
c^OdhWcb_a^QdPcb͈eb͙ ̈́^eRaMZZ͉͙
΄ @W]RchŬeR_RaPR]cVMeR]^cPV^bR]M_a^QdPc^abc^__RQ_daPVMbW]UM_a^QdPcOMbRQ^]cVR
R]eWa^]\R]cMZ_aMPcWPRb^SWcb\M]dSMPcdaRa͈eb͙̈́^eRaMZZ͉͙
΄ FVRWaUaRR]MPcWeWch_MacWPW_McW^]ZReRZbMaRZ^f͙A]MeRaMUR͜cVRh_MacWPW_McRW]MPcWeWcWRb͈eb͙ ^eRaMZZ͉͜
and 51% are in the low (0–7) activity category (vs. 29% overall).

THE GRAVESIAN “WORLDVIEW” SYSTEM: BRIEF OVERVIEW

The seminal work of social psychologist Dr. Clare W. Graves regarding the evolution of human values
has direct implications for those involved with the deeper psychological roots of sustainability. John
Marshall Roberts, a leading expert on Gravesian theory, has developed a proprietary tool – the Roberts
Worldview Assessment – to determine individual worldviews. For this research, we turned to Roberts in
order to see how our sustainability segments line up with Gravesian worldviews. As Roberts writes in his
O^^Y͜Igniting Inspiration: “Graves’ research is of earth-shaking significance for anyone interested in
understanding people and collaborating to solve the problems of human existence...The social, economic
and environmental problems of our post 9/11 global society have left us with immense challenges that can
only be solved by a framework of this stature.”
Graves, a professor at New York’s Union College, began investigating a systems theory of human
_Rab^]MZWchW]cVRZMcR bW]^aQRac^d]WShP^]caMQWPc^ahcVR^aWRb^SORVMeW^a͙:RQRŬ]RQVd\M]
nature as an evolving thing, postulating that core values change as humans move from one state of
P^\_ZRgWchc^cVR]Rgc͙:WbaRbdZcW]USaM\Rf^aY͜PMZZRQcVR6\RaUR]c4hPZWPMZ5^dOZR:RZWg?^QRZ^S2QdZc
Biopsychosocial Development, has been field-tested around the globe for decades. It is a rigorouslyvalidated, data-driven model that explains values systems and the evolution of those values over time.
8aMeRb_a^_^bRQcVMcVd\M]bVMeRbReRaMZOMbWPfMhb^SW]cRa_aRcW]UcVRf^aZQ͙>McRaaRbRMaPVRab
assigned a set of colors to his levels of thinking, and further work by Roberts has translated Graves’ highly
MPMQR\WPf^aYW]c^MPPRbbWOZRWQRMbM]QMPcW^]MOZRW]bWUVcb͙:RaRWbD^ORacbͭW]cRa_aRcMcW^]^S8aMeRbͭ
original work, focusing on the four primary thinking styles that dominate mainstream thinking in the U.S.
today:
΄ 2Ob^ZdcWbcWPI^aZQeWRf͈ͩ@Meh͉ͪͼ4VMaMPcRaWjRQOhM]d]fMeRaW]UaRb_RPcS^aMdcV^aWchŬUdaRbM]QM
QRR_ZhVRZQORZWRScVMccVRaRWb^]Zh^]RaWUVcfMh͙>WSRWbMcRbc͙F^ORbdPPRbbSdZ͜bRZSQWbPW_ZW]RM]Q
QR]WMZMaRaR`dWaRQc^_MbbZWSRͭbdZcW\McRcRbc^SaWUVcR^db]Rbb͙
΄ ;]QWeWQdMZWbcWPI^aZQeWRf͈ͩ4^__Ra͉ͪͼIVMcͭbW]WcS^a\Rͣ5RŬ]RQOhcVRQaWeRS^a_Rab^]MZ_^fRa͜
_a^ŬcM]QbcMcdb͙3RZWReRbW]bdaeWeMZ^ScVRŬccRbc͙>WSRWbMUM\Rc^ORf^]^aZ^bc͙EdPPRbb͜_^fRaM]Q
competition are valued.
΄ :d\M]WbcWPI^aZQeWRf͈ͩ<MQR͉ͪͼBRab^]MZP^]]RPcW^]bM]QaRZMcW^]bVW_bPaRMcR\RM]W]UM]QVM__W]Rbb͙
DRZMcWeWbcWPcVW]YW]U_aReMWZb͙HMZdRbR`dMZWch͜P^\\d]WchM]QVd\M]aWUVcb͙ERRbcVRf^aZQMbMZMaURͼ
and often dysfunctional – family.
΄ EhbcR\WPI^aZQeWRf͈ͩ8^ZQ͉ͪͼERRbcVRf^aZQMbMP^\_ZRgM]QW]cRaaRZMcRQbhbcR\cVMcRe^ZeRb͙
Innovation and pragmatic idealism dominate. Values are integrity, sustainability, flexibility, balance, vision
and effectiveness.

Figure 3
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UNIFYING THESE TWO SYSTEMS

This research sought to uncover the worldview composition of each of Shelton’s segments. We realized
that the data would show us a possible combination of 16 different types, derived from the four Shelton
segments and the four worldviews we measured as the following table will illustrate.
Navy Absolutistic

Copper Individualistic

Jade Humanistic

Gold Systemic

Actives

Navy Actives

Copper Actives

Jade Actives

Gold Actives

Seekers

Navy Seekers

Copper Seekers

Jade Seekers

Gold Seekers

Indifferents

Navy Indifferents

Copper Indifferents

Jade Indifferents

Gold Indifferents

Skeptics

Navy Skeptics

Copper Skeptics

Jade Skeptics

Gold Skeptics

Table 1

IVhWbcVWbeMZdMOZRͣ>RcͭbU^OMPYc^cVRVhOaWQPMaRgM\_ZR͙IRPM]]^fbRRcVMcS^a2PcWeRb͜cVRaRMaR
four distinctly different ‘why’s’ – or worldviews – that drive their sustainable choices. A “Navy” Active may
purchase a hybrid because they feel it’s the morally correct choice. A “Copper” Active may buy a hybrid
because they think that doing so will increase their social standing or status. A “Jade” Active may drive a
hybrid because they want to be part of a community of hybrid owners. A “Gold” Active may take home a
hybrid because they are attracted to its innovation. Only by understanding the combination of who, what
and why can we fine-tune sustainability messaging to this critical level.
2ZcV^dUVcVRaRMaR d]W`dRbRU\R]cb͜S^acVR_da_^bRb^ScVWb_M_Ra͜fRMaR^]ZhVWUVZWUVcW]U^]R
f^aZQeWRfͼcVR\^bcZWYRZhS^acVMcEVRZc^]bRU\R]c͙͈BZRMbR]^cRcVMcWcͭbPaWcWPMZZhW\_^acM]cS^a\MaYRcRab
to remember that there are three other worldviews represented within each Shelton segment.)
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PREDICTIONS FOR THE RESEARCH

Given our full-spectrum approach toward understanding the consumer, we expected to find that – much
like the boat metaphor used earlier – the Shelton segmentation system and the worldview segments based
upon Graves research (the “anchors”) would correlate. Before conducting the research, Shelton Group
and Roberts hypothesized potential relationships between the agency’s sustainability segments and the
Gravesian Worldview Model, as follows:
΄BaRQWPcW^]A]R͛EVRZc^]ͩEYR_cWPbͪf^dZQ\^bc^ScR]cVW]YSa^\Mͩ@Mehͪ2Ob^ZdcWbcWPf^aZQeWRf͙
΄BaRQWPcW^]Ff^͛EVRZc^]ͩ;]QWŪRaR]cbͪf^dZQ\^bc^ScR]cVW]YSa^\Mͩ4^__Raͪ;]QWeWQdMZWbcWPf^aZQeWRf͙
΄BaRQWPcW^]FVaRR͛EVRZc^]ͩERRYRabͪf^dZQ\^bc^ScR]cVW]YSa^\Mͩ<MQRͪ:d\M]WbcWPf^aZQeWRf͙
΄BaRQWPcW^]7^da͛EVRZc^]ͩ2PcWeRbͪf^dZQ\^bc^ScR]cVW]YSa^\Mͩ8^ZQͪEhbcR\bf^aZQeWRf͙
These four simple predictions – if confirmed by the research data – held the promise of scientifically linking these
two complementary consumer profiling systems, thereby increasing the potential predictive abilities of each.
As the data will show, our predictions were accurate. Each Shelton segment showed a clear propensity toward a
specific worldview. Although each worldview is represented in each of the Shelton segments, this paper will only
address the “default” worldview of that segment – or the worldview that each segment is more likely to have
than the rest of the population.

RESEARCH FINDINGS

This new research found that the predominant worldview among Americans overall is Copper
;]QWeWQdMZWbcWP͜S^ZZ^fRQOh@Meh2Ob^ZdcWbcWP͜8^ZQEhbcR\WPM]Q<MQR:d\M]WbcWPcVW]YW]U͙
Overall American Population Worldview Distribution
After analysis, the data revealed the propensity for each of the Shelton
segments to hold each worldview. Again, it’s important to remember that
each segment contains each of the worldviews (i.e., Actives can be Navy,
Copper, Jade or Gold), but it’s clear that each segment also shows a greater
likelihood than the overall population toward one type of worldview.
The following table shows the percentage breakdown of Shelton
sustainability segments by Worldview Thinking style.
Table 2 – Shelton’s Sustainability Segments by Worldview Type

Actives

Seekers

Indifferents

Skeptics

Navy

20%

22%

19%

33%

Copper

27%

31%

̈́

35%

Jade

21%

25%

21%

16%

Gold

32%

22%

17%

16%

Figure 6 on the following page identifies the segment most highly correlated with each Worldview Thinking
style based on an index comparison (with 100 being the average for the overall population). While there is
definitely a dominant thinking style/segment relationship that is readily evident in the chart, it is important to
note that there is not one thinking style per segment – or vice versa. For example, while less than average
in number, there are Indifferents who are Gold Systemic thinkers, just as there are Actives who are Copper
Individualistic thinkers. This is not a simplistic model – it fully addresses the deeply complicated nature of
human decision-making. As Shelton has noted for years, people are driven to buy (or choose not to buy),
sustainable products for a multitude of reasons.
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Default Worldview Types of Shelton Segments
Finding One: Sustainability critics – the Skeptics – are most likely think from a “Navy” Absolutistic
worldview lens. 2bPM]ORbRR]W]7WUdaR ͜EYR_cWPbfRaR ̈́\^aRZWYRZhcVM]MeRaMURc^OR@MehcVW]YRab͙
Implications and Worldview Analysis:
The discovery that Skeptics are primarily driven by Navy thinking gives us tremendous insight into the
deeper psychological factors underlying sustainability-related skepticism and apathy in general. According
to Roberts’ research, Navy Absolutistic thinking is primarily guided by a deep need for purpose, discipline
and moral righteousness; Navy thinkers view life as a ‘test’ that they will either pass or fail. In this context,
we can see that much of the skepticism and resistance among sustainability skeptics derives primarily from
the fear of being on the wrong side of the truth. Roberts has discovered that Navy resistance to sustainability
is rooted in the unconscious fear that scientific claims about climate change somehow invalidate foundational
religious beliefs. To Navy Skeptics, this deep concern may often cause them to tune out sustainability-related
messages or vehemently resist them for fear of feeling existentially ‘unanchored.’ It’s a case of science versus
faith, with faith carrying the day.
This important insight is not something that would be easy to uncover from traditional market research, and
holds great promise for helping marketers inspire sustainable product purchasing within this notoriously
tough consumer group. Given the ‘life is a test’ metaphor which underlies Navy thinking, Navy consumers
are likely to view purchasing sustainable products as a pass/fail proposition – which might subconsciously
validate a cognitively dissonant point of view. Navy thinkers may be more prone to suffer from eco-guilt,
bW]PR\M]hORZWReRcVMc_a^cRPcW]UcVRR]eWa^]\R]cͩWbcVRaWUVccVW]Uc^Q^ͪ͜Odc`dRbcW^]cVRbPWR]PR
behind the call to act more sustainably. This perspective likely explains many of the skeptical or negative
attitudes and behaviors that emerge from consumers in this segment.
Navy Attitudes and Opinions
Consistent with prior Gravesian research, our data suggests that Navy thinkers are characterized by
selflessness and sacrifice, rather than individual gain. This group is the most likely to say that being wealthy
Wb]ͭcW\_^acM]cc^cVR\͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉͝\^bcZWYRZhc^bMhMVWUVRab^PWMZbcMcdbWb]ͭcW\_^acM]c͈ ̈́͜W]QRg
 ͉͝\^aRZWYRZhcVM]MeRaMURc^bMhcVMcM\OWcW^]^aMb_WaW]Uc^URcMVRMQWb]ͭcW\_^acM]c͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉
M]QcVMccVRWa_dOZWPW\MURWb]ͭcW\_^acM]c͈ ̈́͜W]QRg͉͙FVRhͭaR]^cOdhW]UOaM]Qbc^ŬccVRWabchZR͈ ̈́
disagree, index 119) or paying extra for products that fit their image (61% disagree, index 122).
FVRhͭaR_aRcchaWbYMeRabRM]QbMcWbŬRQfWcVcVRbcMcdb`d^͙FVRhaMcRQbRRYW]UMQeR]cdaRMbd]W\_^acM]c
͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉͙2eMbc\MX^aWch͈ ̈́͜W]QRg͉\^bcZWYRZhbMhcVMccVRhͭaR]^cW]ůdR]PRQOhfVMcͭbV^c
and what’s not. Navy thinkers are more likely to let others try out new ideas and products first; thus, they
MaR\^aRZWYRZhc^ORZMcR\MX^aWchMQ^_cRab^aZMUUMaQb͙@RMaZhVMZS͈ ̈́͜W]QRg͉bMhcVRhU^c^^cVRab
S^aMQeWPR͜M]QM]^eRafVRZ\W]U ͈̈́W]QRg ͉bMhcVRhZRc^cVRabcah]RfcVW]UbŬabc͙FVWbWbcVRZRMbc
ZWYRZhUa^d_c^ORcVRŬabcc^cah]RfcVW]Ub͈̈́͜W]QRg ͉͙
© 2011 Shelton Group and Worldview Thinking
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While 62% of Navy thinkers consider preserving the environment important, their agreement is lower than
MeRaMUR͈W]QRg͉͙>WeW]UW]cd]RfWcV]McdaRfMbMZb^P^]bWQRaRQW\_^acM]cS^a\^aRcVM]VMZS͈ ̈́͜
W]QRg ͉͝@MehcVW]YRab͜V^fReRa͜fRaRcVR\^bcZWYRZhc^bMhcVRhQ^]ͭcPMaRcVMc\dPV͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉
about this issue. Additionally, it’s not important to Navy thinkers that others see them as environmentally
aRb_^]bWOZR͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉͙2Z\^bcVMZS͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉bMhcVRhͭaR]^cfWZZW]Uc^_Mh\^aRS^aM]
environmentally responsible product. Finally, Navy thinkers are the least likely to be eating organic food
͈̈́Q^]ͭc͜W]QRg ͉͙
B^ZWcWPMZZh͜@MehcVW]YRabMaRcVR\^bcZWYRZh^ScVRcVW]YW]UbchZRbc^MZWU]fWcVcVRDR_dOZWPM]_Mach͈ ̈́͜
W]QRg ͉͜M]QMZcV^dUV^]Zh ̈́WQR]cWShfWcVcVRFRMBMach͈W]QRg ͉͜cVRhfRaRcVRUa^d_\^bcZWYRZh
to do so. They’re the least likely of the thinking styles to be politically independent (20%, index 70) –
indicating they want to follow an established dogma instead of deciding for themselves between multiple,
complex choices.
What’s interesting about these answers is that Navy thinkers don’t
appear to be influenced by the opinions of others (extrinsic/social
_aRbbdaR͉^ac^VMeRMbRZSWQR]cWchcVMcaR`dWaRbcVR\c^MPcW]
environmentally responsible ways.
Overall, Navy thinkers are interested in preserving and protecting
cVRbcMcdb`d^͙FVRhQ^]ͭcW]QWPMcR\dPVW]cRaRbcW]^afWZZW]U]Rbbc^
change when it comes to their personal behaviors and activities. They
show great respect for authority, but when it comes to environmental
matters, they’re just not that interested.
Other key findings for Navy include:
΄ FVRhͭaR]^cP^]PRa]RQfWcVMP^\_M]hͭbR]eWa^]\R]cMZaRP^aQ
when making purchasing decisions.
΄ FVRhMaRMccaMPcRQc^ͫ?MQRW]cVRGE2ͭZMORZbbW]PRcVRhͭaRVWUVZh
patriotic and ‘in group’ oriented.
΄ FVRhMaRcVR\^bcZWYRZhc^Ua^fcVRWa^f]S^^Q͙
΄ 2]QMaRZWYRZhc^OROZdRP^ZZMa\R]^af^\R]͈VMeW]UM]W]P^\R
less than $50K and a high school education/GED).
FIVE EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES FOR MOTIVATING NAVY SKEPTIC CONSUMERS

We recommend that marketers craft all communication for Navy
Skeptic thinkers with a deep understanding of their tendency to think
in polarized, black vs. white terms. Sustainable marketers should be
aware of Navy thinkers’ sustainability skepticism, and should choose
words, images, and framing strategies that avoid or transcend the
strong ideological barriers inherent in this particular worldview.
(Understand that Navy Skeptics aren’t opposed to making sustainable
choices; instead, they are concerned about undermining the basic
belief systems they’ve chosen in order to create a sense of meaning,
purpose and security in their lives.)
- DO: Acknowledge their skepticism and show that you genuinely
understand why they feel as they do. DON’T: try to change their
minds with scientific facts and arguments.
- DO: Build trust by showing them that you respect their ‘in group’
values and beliefs. DON’T: brag about all the wonderful things your
company is doing to combat climate change.
- DO: Take a down-to-earth, ‘regular folks’ attitude in relation to
your products and services, using the ‘life is a test’ metaphor
whenever appropriate. DON’T: talk down to them – or pretend to
be something you aren’t – just to win them over.
- DO: Target media outlets that serve Navy thinkers like FOX News,
P^]bRaeMcWeRcMZYaMQW^͈W͙R͙͜DdbV>W\OMdUV͉͜M]QThe Drudge Report.
- DO: Use a ‘call to duty’ action message which asks them to do the
‘right thing’ (for families, children or ‘in group’ affiliation).
© 2011 Shelton Group and Worldview Thinking

Case Study #1:

Overcoming Environmental Guilt
Problem:
A California-based firm was
bumping up against apathy and cynicism
as it tried to share its sustainable vision with
new and old clients. Sales were sagging and
morale was low.
Diagnosis:
After looking at the problem more closely,
Roberts discovered that the majority of
resistance and pushback was coming
from Navy and Copper Absolutistic and
Individualistic decision-makers within
potential client organizations. The firm,
headed by a very enthusiastic Jade
:d\M]WbcWP46A͜fMbOd\_W]Ud_MUMW]bcM
hidden villain that they hadn’t expected: guilt.
The Navy- and Copper-thinking clients were
experiencing the sustainability message as
an attempt to make them feel guilt for
not being ‘green enough’ in their day-today operations, rather than as a call to do
something inspiring for the environment.
Solution:
Roberts had a creative team design a small
faux legal template called an “Environmental
Guilt Waiver,” which bestowed upon the
aRPW_WR]cͩ V^dabaR_aWReRSa^\RgWbcR]cWMZ
anguish in connection with the environmental
crisis” for making small green choices at home
and at work. These branded contracts, which
were given as free gifts in pads of 50, served
as highly entertaining marketing materials that
also promoted measurable behavior change.
Result:
The pads were a hit. Navy and Copper
thinkers immediately appreciated the humor
and enthusiastically passed the pads around to
their colleagues and peers. Design to sustainable
clients increased over 300% within six months of
promotional product release.


THREE TACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NAVY SKEPTICS

΄ :MeRh^da_a^QdPcR]Q^abRQOhM_^ZWcWPMZ^aaRZWUW^dbMdcV^aWchh^dacMaURcMdQWR]PRcadbcb͙
΄ 2__RMZc^\^aMZWch͙7^Pdb^]cVRPZRMaQWŪRaR]PRORcfRR]aWUVcM]Qfa^]UW]MZZP^\\d]WPMcW^]b͙
΄ EV^fcVMch^dbcM]QS^ab^\RcVW]Uͼh^dacadReMZdRb͙@MehEYR_cWPbMdQWR]PRbQRb_WbR]^cVW]U\^aR
than someone who is wishy-washy or morally ambiguous.
Finding Two: People who are uninterested in sustainability – the Indifferents – are more likely to have
a “Copper” Individualistic worldview. As can be seen in Table 3, Indifferents were 32% more likely than
average to be Copper thinkers.
Implications and Worldview Analysis:
The discovery that Indifferents are more likely to be driven by Copper thinking provides new insight into the
psychological roots of their (seeming) apathy regarding sustainable purchasing and habits. Copper Individualistic
thinking is primarily guided by a deep need for personal success and advancement. According to Roberts’
research, Copper thinkers view life as a ‘game’ that they will either win or lose. In this context, we can see that
the general lack of interest in sustainability among this group derives primarily from the fact that they don’t often
see sustainable consumption as personally, socially or economically advantageous. Roberts has discovered
that Copper indifference to sustainable purchasing is rooted in a deep ambivalence about the sustainability
movement in general. On one hand, Copper thinkers find themselves concerned with the negative impacts of
human actions upon the environment. On the other hand, they find the topic overwhelming and beyond their
personal ability to influence or control.
This core ambivalence often manifests in a zero-sum indifference to the sustainability movement as a whole –
mixed with a subtle undertone of hostility towards sustainability advocates for trying to ‘make them feel guilty’.
Most of this mental processing happens subconsciously for Copper thinkers and undergirds their day-to-day
thinking with regard to sustainable purchasing behaviors and habits. Given the ‘life is a game’ metaphor which
underlies their thinking, Copper consumers are likely to view purchasing sustainable products as a win/lose
(zero sum) proposition (in which either they or the environment must lose), and “better them than me” thinking
usually prevails. This general outlook likely explains many of the indifferent, inconsistent or apathetic attitudes
and behaviors that emerge from consumers in this segment.
Copper Attitudes and Opinions
In keeping with their ‘individualistic’ nature, data revealed Copper thinkers to be decidedly different than any
of the other groups. They’re the most driven by status and ambition, social validation and extrinsic approval.
2\^]UcVRcVW]UbcVRhP^]bWQRac^ORW\_^acM]cMaRfRMZcV͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉͝VWUVRab^PWMZbcMcdb͈ ̈́͜W]QRg
120); and ambition (66%, index 110). Finally, they’re the most likely group to be influenced by the latest trends
(33%, index 117) and to buy name brands instead of generics (35%, index 117).
But they’re not risk-takers – risk-taking might imperil their social acceptability. For instance, Copper thinkers are
\^bcZWYRZhc^cVW]YbRRYW]UMQeR]cdaRWb]RWcVRaW\_^acM]c͜]^ad]W\_^acM]c͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉͙FVRhcR]Qc^ZRc
^cVRabcah]RfWQRMbM]Q_a^QdPcbŬabc͈ ̈́͜W]QRg͉͜M]QdbdMZZhU^c^^cVRabS^aMQeWPR͈ ̈́͜W]QRg͉͙;]
other words, Copper thinkers like to think of themselves as in-style and “up on the latest trends”, but their real
concern is not to be left behind. They’ll get on the bandwagon later in the adoption curve, probably late in the
early majority, and they’re interested in things that are socially advantageous to feed their deep need for outside
validation.
For most Copper thinkers who don’t live in pro-environmental areas, being green isn’t yet socially advantageous
enough for them to commit to changing their behaviors. There’s not enough cache and aspiration around it for
most of them. They’re the most likely to be neutral on preserving the environment (23%, index 121) and living in
cd]RfWcV]McdaR͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉͙2bWjMOZRPVd]Y^S4^__RacVW]YRabV^fReRa͜P^dZQORRgcaW]bWPMZZh\^cWeMcRQ
c^MPcW]\^aRR]eWa^]\R]cMZZhaRb_^]bWOZRfMhb͙:MZS^S4^__RacVW]YRabMUaRRcVMcͩWcͭbW\_^acM]ccVMc^cVRab
see me as environmentally responsible.” Some of them are seeing green as somewhat trendy, but don’t yet see
the social advantage and badge value of it. They fear being socially ostracized, so social norming messaging
that removes the risk and says, “it’s what the cool kids are doing” would work well with them.
B^ZWcWPMZZh͜4^__RacVW]YRabMaRSMWaZhR`dMZZhb_ZWcORcfRR]cVRcf^\MX^a_MacWRbM]Q;]QR_R]QR]cb͛ ̈́^S
Copper thinkers (index 93) affiliate with the Democrats; 31% (index 110) with Republicans; and 32% (index 109)
with Independents. This is another finding which demonstrates that Copper thinkers have a self-image that
doesn’t like to be told to do something in a prescribed way – they’d rather choose among alternatives that suit
their personal needs best.
© 2011 Shelton Group and Worldview Thinking
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Other observations: they want others to take the lead and make it easier for them. For example, they are
attracted to the idea of companies making more environmentally friendly products, instead of having to
change their ways. They’re all about brands as status badges, but many green brands don’t carry that
aspirational social cache they crave. If they’re buying a green automobile, for example, they would likely
OdhM>RgdbEGHVhOaWQ͜fVRaRZdgdahP^\RbŬabc͜M]QVhOaWQP^\RbfRZZQ^f]cVRZW]RW]W\_^acM]PR͙
Since they’re not early adopters, they’re not likely to want to experiment with unknown brands since that’s
a social risk, and will likely gravitate toward well-known, trusted brands instead. Their image is carefully
cultivated to convey. “I’m in the mainstream, I’m just more successful than you are.”
Other key findings for Copper include:
΄ FVRhͭaRMOWcPh]WPMZMO^dc\^cWeMcW^]bS^abdbcMW]MOWZWchM]QORZWReRcVMcP^\_M]WRbU^UaRR]c^W\_a^eR
bottom line, reduce costs, or to follow a popular trend (as contrasted with belief in truly altruistic motives).
΄ FVRWac^_R]eWa^]\R]cMZP^]PRa]bQRMZ_aW\MaWZhfWcVbPMaPWch͛_^_dZMcW^]Ua^fcV͜^j^]RQR_ZRcW^]^aZ^bb
of resources.
΄ FVRhͭaRMccaMPcRQc^P^\_RcWcWeRb_^acb͙
Case Study #2:
΄ 2]QcVRhͭaRZWYRZhc^ORfVWcRP^ZZMa\R]͜fWcVMP^ZZRURQRUaRRM]Q Motivating Individuals to Make Changes
an income of more than $75K.
for the Greater Good
SEVEN EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES FOR MOTIVATING “INDIFFERENT”
COPPER CONSUMERS

We recommend that marketers craft all communication for Copper
thinkers with a nuanced grasp of the deep ambivalence that underlies
this thinking type’s general attitudes toward sustainability. Understand
that Copper consumers actually do care about the environment,
but their caring is often buried under many layers of frustration and
cynicism. From earlier research, Shelton knows that Indifferents
respond well to messages around saving money, and personal
benefits such as status and control. They’re interested in the business
case presented by your product or service, and respond well to
messages that have strong logical arguments.
- DO: Demonstrate that you understand their deep ambivalence
towards sustainability and frame messages accordingly. DON’T:
employ deeply ideological/altruistic appeals.
 5A͛:WUVZWUVccVR]d\ORab͜bV^fW]U`dWPYZhV^fh^da_a^QdPcb
and services can help them save money and create other lifestyle
efficiencies. DON’T: waste their time with indirect, emotional or
cluttered messaging.
- DO: Appeal to their aspiration to be respected and admired by
colleagues and peers, using the ‘life is a game’ metaphor whenever
appropriate. DON’T: ask your audience to consider the bigger
picture of how their actions affect the world around them.
 5A͛:MeRh^dabdbcMW]MOZR_a^QdPcbR]Q^abRQOhM]MQ\WaRQ
Copper success story. DON’T: use social role models for your
products who seem soft, touchy-feely or overly ordinary.
- Do: Frame sustainable behaviors as the “norm” or as the “practical”
or “smart” action whenever possible.
- DO: Target media outlets that serve Copper thinkers like CNN,
CNBC, Forbes or Fortune magazines.
- DO: Use a ‘call to action’ action message that asks them to take
immediate action to generate results on behalf of their own
personal goals, hopes and aspiration.
THREE TACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COPPER INDIFFERENTS

΄ EV^fcVR\cVR\^]Rh͟4^__Ra;]QWŪRaR]cbfWZZOR\^cWeMcRQfVR]
they see how buying your product is financially smart – both in the
short and long term.
΄ 2__RMZc^P^]eR]WR]PR͙7^acVR4^__Ra;]QWŪRaR]cb͜cW\RM]Q\^]Rh
are closely related. Show how your product will save them time.

© 2011 Shelton Group and Worldview Thinking

Problem:
EVRZc^]8a^d_ͭb6P^BdZbRTM studies found
that although most Americans professed to
care about water conservation, their
actual behaviors lagged far behind – despite
increasing water shortages and droughts.
Diagnosis:
Shelton understood that most Americans
first think “what’s in it for me?” But we
also understand that conservation is often
thought of as a “we” problem, not a “me”
problem. Shelton decided to leverage the
insight that many Copper-thinking Americans
are influenced by what others around them
do, and don’t want to risk social alienation
with behaviors that are considered “outside
the norm.”
Solution:
Shelton created a water conservation
campaign called “Wasting Water is Weird”
that alerts people to that moment when
using water becomes wasting water. An
odd, somewhat creepy character named
Rip the Drip appears at that moment, invading personal space and praising the sound
of running water. Both Rip and the social
discomfort disappear as soon as the water
is turned off.
Results:
After only two months, YouTube videos
garnered more than 73,000 views; the
website reached almost 27,000 hits;
Facebook pages recorded more than
32,000 post views; and more than 250
people were following Rip the Drip on
Twitter. Air play for the three TV commercials generated more than 26 million
impressions in more than 60 markets.
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΄ EV^fcVMch^deMZdRSaRRQ^\OhMe^WQW]UMZcadWbcWPM__RMZb͙4^__Ra;]QWŪRaR]cb^ScR]bRRWQR^Z^UWPMZ
appeals as subtle attempts to stifle their individuality and personal freedom.
Finding Three: Consumers with high green attitudes, but fewer green behaviors – the Seekers – are
more likely to see the world from a Jade Humanistic worldview lens. As can be seen in Table 3, Jade
was by far the most likely thinking style for consumers classified as Seekers by the Shelton segmentation
system.
Implications and Worldview Analysis:
The discovery that Seekers are primarily driven by Jade thinking
provides great insight into the psychological roots that underlie the
often frustrating attitude/behavior gap of this consumer segment.
<MQR:d\M]WbcWPcVW]YW]UWb_aW\MaWZhUdWQRQOhcVR]RRQS^aR`dMZWch
and the desire to connect with other human beings in a mutually
supportive community environment. Jade thinkers view all humans
MbW]VRaR]cZhR`dMZ͜bRRW]U\M]YW]QMbMZMaUR͈^ScR]QhbSd]PcW^]MZ͉
‘family’. In this context, we can see that the gap between attitudes
and behaviors of the Jade thinkers result from the particular valuedrivers that shape their perceptions of the sustainability movement in
general.
According to Roberts’ research, the positive attitudes that Jade
thinkers often voice for sustainable products and services usually
derives less from their strong commitment to the environment,
than from their innate attraction to the sense of altruism and social
consciousness that underlies the movement itself. In other words,
Jade thinkers are usually drawn to sustainability because of the
Vd\M]RZR\R]cM]QWcb_^bWcWeRP^\\d]Wch^aWR]cMcW^]͙:^fReRa͜
when it comes to making day-to-day purchase choices, this attraction
is often insufficient to motivate them to actually buy sustainable
products. For Jade thinkers – clearly the most emotional and
‘relativistic’ thinking style – the disconnect between sustainable
attitudes and behaviors is completely normal and expected, given
their particular worldview “anchor”. In fact, given the often shifting
and socially-contingent sense of personal identity of people who
embrace this worldview, attitude-behavior inconsistencies are
common in almost every consumer domain (regardless of relation to
sustainability).
Jade Values and Opinions
Consistent with Roberts’ prior research, Jade thinkers shared many
similarities with Navy thinkers – with the notable exception that they
are far less skeptical and more educated about sustainability issues.
Jade thinkers were more likely than the overall population to rate
fRMZcV͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉͝bcMcdb͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉͝M\OWcW^]͈ ̈́͜W]QRg
 ͉͝M]QW\MUR͈ ̈́͜W]QRg ͉Mbd]W\_^acM]c͙
Environmentally, Jade thinkers appear neutral to somewhat
W]cRaRbcRQ͙2ZcV^dUV ̈́PZMW\WcͭbW\_^acM]cc^_aRbRaeRcVR
R]eWa^]\R]c͜M`dMacRa͈W]QRg ͉bMhWcͭb]RWcVRaW\_^acM]c]^a
unimportant to them. More than a third (37%, index 160) say they’re
neutral about living in tune with nature and whether or not others
see them as environmentally responsible (37%, index 122). They
were also less likely than average to agree that they were personally
responsible for changing their behaviors and purchase patterns
to improve the environment (51%, index 92). This could possibly
point to a belief that it’s “everyone’s” (individuals, companies and
governments’) responsibility or it simply might underscore their
somewhat lukewarm attitudes on this issue.
© 2011 Shelton Group and Worldview Thinking

Case Study #3:

Increasing ‘Green’ Membership Online
Problem:
A sustainability-oriented IT start-up
was challenged by attracting sufficient
membership for its online platform. The
company needed to raise several million
dollars of additional start-up capital from
venture capitalists and corporate sponsorships in order to move forward.
Diagnosis:
After looking at the problem, Roberts’
and company leaders concluded that
1) the altruistic ‘Jade’ internal company
culture may have fostered a somewhat
negative relationship to ‘Copper’ thinking, causing resistance towards critical and necessary revenue generating
strategies, and 2) the core brand promise
of the offering had not been articulated
in a way that could unify and energize all
company communications, both internal
and external.
Solution:
A customized “Worldview Strategy Workshop” was developed in which company
leaders were asked to step into the
shoes of all critical stakeholders (Copper,
Navy, Jade and Gold) and look at their
brand from these divergent perspectives.
This provided new perspective – which
led to several new business strategies to
help achieve corporate goals moving forward. A clear ‘why’ (or mission) was also
articulated to guide all company branding, partnership and development efforts
moving forward.
Result:
Within one year, the company has
increased its online membership from
͜\R\ORabc^^eRa ͜\R\bers, and appears well on target to reach
its goal of 1 million users by the end of
͙>RMQRabfRaRMZb^MOZRc^bRPdaR
critical corporate sponsorships and land
several million dollars of new funding.
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4^]bWbcR]cfWcV_aW^a8aMeRbWM]aRbRMaPV͜cVRWaORZWRSW]R`dMZWchWb
evident throughout. They embrace the full definition of sustainability
by endorsing social justice issues and avoiding animal testing.
Other key findings for Jade include:
΄ FVRheWRfaRQdPW]UP^]bd\_cW^]Mb\^bcW\_^acM]ccVW]Uc^ZWeRM
more environmentally friendly lifestyle (anti-consumerism bias).
΄ FVRhͭaRbca^]UZhW]ůdR]PRQOhU^eRa]\R]cPRacWŬPMcW^]bS^a
determining if a product is sustainable.
΄ G]ZWYR4^__Rab͜cVRhͭaRZWYRZhc^bc^__daPVMbW]UM_a^QdPcORPMdbR
of a company’s environmental record and to encourage their friends
to do the same.
΄ >WYR@Meh͜cVRhSRRZcVaRMcR]RQOh4VW]MM]QVWUVZhMccaMPcRQc^
‘Made in the USA’ labels (reflecting their concern about unemployed
Americans).
΄ FVRhͭaRZWYRZhc^ORf^\R]͜ ήhRMab^SMUR͜fWcVMP^ZZRUR
degree.
SIX EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES FOR MOTIVATING JADE SEEKERS

We recommend that marketers craft all communication for Jade
thinkers with a deep understanding of their need for social
connection and affiliation. Understand that the gap between attitudes
and behavior for Jade thinkers does not mean that their feelings
about sustainability are insincere, but that their current worldview
structure is one that emphasizes feelings and inner exploration
over external dogma, rules and consistency. The bottom line is this:
For Jade thinkers, being ‘authentic’ is everything. In order to motivate
behavior change in Jade, you must focus on building trust and rapport
sufficient that they will trust your motives. Once this is accomplished, you
will find that their actual consumer behaviors are naturally driven and
endemic to brands with a sustainability story to tell.
During earlier research, Shelton uncovered messaging preferences
for Seekers and learned that they respond to messages regarding
health and well-being, energy efficiency, family and relationships,
saving money and limiting their exposure to toxins and chemicals.
- DO: Demonstrate that you value the deeply human element in the
production, sale and distribution of your products (CSR). DON’T:
mistake Jade thinkers as naïve by being inauthentic about your
motives or lacking transparency about your negative human/
environmental impacts.
- DO: Create marketing strategies in which your brand becomes a
‘community hub’ for Jade thinkers to associate with one another –
both online and off.
- DON’T: Expect them to care passionately about your brand without
offering a larger, authentic life-serving vision.
- DO: Take a down-to-earth, authentic attitude or tone in your
communications (using the ‘mankind is a family’ metaphor
whenever appropriate). DON’T: pressure them with standard
marketing gimmicks, competitions, or incentives.
 5A͛5R\^]bcaMcRh^daPMaW]UM]QR\_McVhS^acVRd]W`dR
challenges that come from trying to live up to one’s ideals in a
chaotic world. DON’T: use guilt, shame or ‘authority’ to motivate
behavior change.
- DO: Target media outlets that serve Jade thinkers, particularly
popular social media hubs and blogs like Facebook and The
:dű]Uc^]B^bc͙
- DO: Use a ‘call to imagine’ message which asks them to envision helping
to create a better world by making small positive choices today.
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A Critical Transition Point
If we think about the Shelton
segmentation system and the worldview
model as being on a continuum, the
transition from Indifferent to Seeker, and
;]QWeWQdMZWbcWPc^:d\M]WbcWP͜Wb^SPaWcWPMZ
importance. It’s at this point that we first
see evidence of the shift from “me” to
“we” – a change in priorities that starts
to encompass a wider audience. No
longer are messages only filtered for
“What’s in it for me?” In a Seeker or Jade
mindset, there must be larger family,
societal or planetary benefits in addition
c^_Rab^]MZ^]Rb͙3^cVMaRR`dMZZh
important.
It’s also at this stage that we see one of
the few clear demographic differences
in worldview type. As you will see
in Appendix A, the majority of Jade
:d\M]WbcWPcVW]YRabMaRf^\R]͜M]Q
the majority of Copper Individualistic
thinkers are men. We know there
are hard-wired gender differences
that savvy marketers will now need
to understand and include in their
messaging efforts.
Finally, this is the transition that American
culture as a whole is in the midst of. The
majority of Americans today identify as
Seekers and Indifferents (or Copper and
Jade thinkers), and momentum says that
we, as a culture, are slowly moving away
from indifference regarding sustainability
and toward a more engaged place. That
doesn’t mean that Copper or Individualistic
thinking will disappear, it simply means
that fewer people will rely on that thinking
style as their default. “What’s in it for me?”
will still need to be answered, but new
reasons to believe that include themes
appealing to Seekers, or those with a
\^aR:d\M]WbcWP<MQRf^aZQeWRf͜fWZZ
need to take center stage.
This is a tectonic plate shift for marketers
and messaging after decades of only
communicating the personal benefits,
but it’s the future of communications
as American values and worldviews
continue to evolve. Seekers and Jade
thinkers are the emerging norm. The
time to adapt is now in order to stay
ahead of the curve and leverage the
greatest advantage.
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THREE TACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR JADE SEEKERS

΄ 4aRMcRM]MPcWeRM]QPaRMcWeR^]ZW]RP^\\d]WchMa^d]Qh^daOaM]Q͙
More than any other type, Jade Seekers thinkers love to hang out
and ‘shoot the breeze’ online with brands that genuinely seem to
care.
΄ 6]P^daMURSaRRRg_aRbbW^]͙<MQRERRYRab^ScR]VMeReRahbca^]U
opinions and feels a deep need to express them.
΄ 3R̈́caM]b_MaR]c͙KRb͜<MQRERRYRab\WUVcORMch^dd_McŬabc
S^aORW]Ub^V^]Rbc͜Odch^dͭZZ`dWPYZhRMa]cVRWaaRb_RPcM]QZ^hMZch
if you keep it up.
Finding Four: Those consumers on the greenest end of the
spectrum – the Actives – are driven primarily by ‘Gold’ Systemic
thinking. As can be seen in Table 3, “Gold” was the most likely
thinking style for consumers classified as Actives by the Shelton
segmentation system.
Implications and Worldview Analysis:
The discovery that Actives are primarily driven by Gold thinking is
not at all surprising. Gold thinking is shaped by the core value of
sustainability, insofar as Gold thinkers are constantly evaluating
their own personal decisions to ensure that they create a lasting,
positive impact for all involved. According to Roberts’ research,
this tendency drives less from altruistic or moralistic concerns than
from a grounded, pragmatic idealism rooted in the very personality
structure/identity of people who think this way. Gold thinkers view
their own health and vitality as inextricably related to the health and
vitality of the world around them. Gold thinkers view the world as a
‘system’ in which all things are related. In this context, we can see
that the highly sustainable attitudes and behaviors of Gold thinkers
drive primarily from the profound resonance between their core
values and the sustainability movement at large. Unlike Jade thinkers,
whose identification with sustainability is often based upon visions
of community and social connectedness, Gold thinkers identify with
the movement for its own sake: as a necessary evolution of human
P^\\RaPRaR`dWaRQc^YRR_Vd\M]M]Q]McdaMZbhbcR\beWcMZM]Q
healthy for years to come.
Gold Attitudes and Values
Not surprisingly, our data suggests that Gold thinkers are leaders and
W]ůdR]PRab͛^cVRabP^\Rc^cVR\S^aMQeWPR͈ ̈́͜W]QRg͉͜M]Q
cVRhͭaRcVR\^bcZWYRZhUa^d_c^cah]RfcVW]Ub͈ ͉͙̈́:^fReRa͜cVRh
Q^]ͭcP^]bWQRacVR\bRZeRbc^ORW]ůdR]PRQOhcVRZMcRbccaR]Qb͈̈́͜
index 109).
Although they have the highest general income of all groups,
they’re more likely than the overall population to be neutral on the
importance of wealth (31%, index 127), status (23%, index 117) and
ambition (21%, index 117). And public image is much less important
c^cVR\ ̈́͜W]QRg͉͙G]ZWYRcVRWa4^__RaaRZMcWeRb͜8^ZQcVW]YRab
generally find meaning in less-materialistic places, like the outdoors.

Case Study #4:

Revealing Corporate Culture to
Inspire Change
Problem:
A major global transportation company
turned to Shelton Group to help
understand its U.S. employee base of
\^aRcVM]͜͜M]Qc^caM]bZMcR
that understanding into increased
engagement with the company’s
ambitious sustainability initiatives.
Diagnosis:
By taking a systemic approach to the
problem, this company needed to
uncover deep communication gaps and
barriers to successfully reaching their
system-wide sustainability goals.
Solution:
Research revealed the primary
segments and underlying worldviews,
down to a departmental level that
provided the short-handed sustainability
team with new insight as to how
they should socialize sustainability
throughout the organization.
Result:
This new understanding helped them
recognize and begin to forge important
partnerships to overcome barriers and
resistance, as well as to harness existing
enthusiasm for sustainability. New
enterprise-wide solutions were proposed
to share best practices, celebrate wins
and track change. Sites for pilot tests
were selected based on their likelihood
for success – and the likelihood for
meaningful employee engagement.
In addition, this systemic approach
revealed the best ways to frame
messages as they approached new
partners and departments, to keep
employees motivated and to increase
individual participation across the
company’s national footprint.

Gold thinkers are the first of the segments to show a deep interest in, and commitment to, the environment.
2Z\^bc͈̈́W]QRg ͉SRRZcVMc_aRbRaeW]UcVRR]eWa^]\R]cWbW\_^acM]c͝]RMaZhcf^cVWaQb͈ ̈́͜W]QRg
111) feel that living in harmony with nature is valuable. Finally, 56% (index 106) report that it’s important for
others to see them as environmentally responsible. They’re not, however, more willing than average to pay
extra for eco-friendly products (65% agree, index 99).
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The gap between the two major political parties is at its widest with Gold thinkers. Not surprisingly, 39%
^S8^ZQcVW]YRabMZWU]RQfWcVcVR5R\^PaMcWP_Mach͈W]QRg ͉M]Q^]Zh ͈̈́W]QRg ͉WQR]cWŬRQMb
Republicans.
Other key findings for Gold include:
΄ FVRhͭaRcVR^]ZhUa^d_c^PZMW\cVMccVRhMaRfWZZW]Uc^PV^^bRcVRR]eWa^]\R]c^eRacVRWa^f]_Rab^]MZ
comfort and/or convenience when making purchasing decisions.
΄ FVRhVMeRcVRVWUVRbcbcM]QMaQbS^aQRcRa\W]W]UWSM_a^QdPcWbUaRR]͜M]QMaRcVR\^bcRQdPMcRQMO^dc
certification.
΄ FVRhͭaRbca^]UZhW]cRaRbcRQW]aRPhPZW]UM]QaR]RfMOZRR]RaUhb^daPRb͜S^PdbW]U^]cVRR]cWaReMZdR
chain of a given product or service (unlike all other thinking types).
΄ FVRhͭaRMccaMPcRQc^]^]P^\_RcWcWeRb_^acb͜bdPVMbh^UM͙
΄ 2]QcVRhͭaRZWYRZhc^ORh^d]UfVWcRP^ZZMa_a^SRbbW^]MZb͈d]QRa hRMab͉͜RWcVRa\R]^af^\R]͜fWcVM]
advanced college degree and an income greater than $100K.
SIX EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES FOR MOTIVATING GOLD ACTIVES

We strongly recommend that marketers craft all communication for Gold thinkers with an understanding of
how deeply the values of sustainability, pragmatism, and planetary thinking are integrated within the selfconcept of this highly-influential and motivated thinking type. According to prior Shelton research, Actives
respond best to messages that emphasize environmental benefits, independence, personal and planetary
health, innovation and pragmatic idealism that yields results.
- DO: Demonstrate a ‘triple bottom line’ focus of your company, balancing people, profit and planet in the
production of your products and services. DON’T: fake it.
- DO: Keep communications elegant, clean, factual and uncluttered – showing an ability to whittle complex
ideas down to essential concepts and using the ‘life is a system’ metaphor whenever appropriate. DON’T:
pander with highly ideological or moralistic appeals.
 5A͛6\_VMbWjRcVRRgPR_cW^]MZ`dMZWchM]QSd]PcW^]MZWch^Sh^da_a^QdPcbaRZMcWeRc^P^\_RcWc^ab͙5A@ͭF͛
expect for ‘good feelings’ to trump function and practicality.
 5A͛6]RaUWjR8^ZQcVW]YRabfWcVMP^a_^aMcRbc^ah^aeWbW^]cVMcQR\^]bcaMcRbd]W`dR]RbbM]Q
innovation. DON’T: try to mimic other successful brands or approaches, or persuade with an ‘everybody’s
doing it’ social proof strategy.
- DO: Target media outlets that serve primarily Gold thinkers like emerging social media like TED
P^]SRaR]PRbM]QeWQR^͜8^^UZR͜FaW_ZRBd]QWcM]Q8^^Q8dWQR͙P^\͙
- DO: Use a ‘call to service’ message which invites them to enjoy your products while helping to build a
more sustainable brand of capitalism.
THREE TACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GOLD ACTIVES

΄ FMaURcRMaZhMQ^_cRab͙8^ZQMPcWeRbcMYR_aWQRW]QWbP^eRaW]UcVRUaRMc]RfbdbcMW]MOZR_a^QdPcbORS^aR
anyone else does.
΄ 6\_VMbWjRh^dad]W`dR]Rbb͙?^aRcVM]M]h^cVRacVW]YW]Uch_Rb͜8^ZQMPcWeRbPRZROaMcRORW]UQWŪRaR]c
and respect companies with the courage to innovate.
΄ 5RbWU]S^abW\_ZWPWch͙8^ZQ2PcWeRbM__aRPWMcR_a^QdPcbM]Q_MPYMUW]UcVMcMaRbW\_ZRM]QRZRUM]c͙

CONCLUSION

This study outlines the full spectrum of consumer behavior, answering the whats, hows and whys of their
decision-making process in the sustainability marketplace. Ultimately, this framework helps to explain many
things we’ve been trending in our years of sustainability research – including the frustrating gap between
attitudes and behaviors among many mainstream consumers and why so many sustainable marketing initiatives
have turned-off the majority of the mainstream market.
We now know, definitively, how to frame sustainability messaging in values, language, images and terms
that will resonate with your target audience. For example, if you are addressing Indifferents or Skeptics
(likely to be Copper Individualistic thinkers) you must explain “What is in it for me?” and you can motivate
them by tapping into their sense of competition and desire for social acceptance. Whereas for Seekers (the
Jade thinkers), you need to connect the purchase or behavior to the greater good and relate to their sense
of community. Finally, for Actives (the Gold thinkers), you must frame your message around their part in the
greater system and appeal to their senses of empowerment and pragmatism.
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To learn more about worldviews, please contact John Marshall Roberts at Worldview Thinking (www.
worldviewthinking.com) For more on the Shelton segmentation system, please contact Suzanne Shelton at
EVRZc^]8a^d_^aaRSRac^6P^BdZbR ͜MeMWZMOZRS^a_daPVMbRMcfff͙bVRZc^]Ua_͙P^\͙
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Appendix A:

DEMOGRAPHICS BY WORLDVIEW
NAVY

COPPER

JADE

GOLD

HOMEOWNERSHIP

Yes – 77%

KRbͼ̈́

KRbͼ ̈́

KRbͼ ̈́

CHILDREN > 18

No – 72%

No – 65%

No – 72%

No – 63%

REGION

Midwest – 33%;
South – 31%

South – 29%; NE –
27%

IRbcͼ ̈́
E^dcVͼ ̈́
NE – 27%

South – 37%

GENDER

Female – 52%; Male
ͼ ̈́

Male – 62%; Female
ͼ ̈́

7R\MZRͼ
36%

Male – 53%
7R\MZRͼ ̈́

AGE

ήͼ ̈́͝
 ͼ ̈́

EDUCATION

:E^aZRbbͼ

ETHNICITY

ήͼ ̈́

̈́

̈́͝?MZR

ήͼ ̈́

 ͼ ̈́
55+ – 29%
 ͼ ̈́

:E^aZRbbͼ ̈́͝
some college – 33%;
Bachelor’s – 33%

3MPVRZ^aͭbͼ ̈́͝:E
^aZRbbͼ ̈́͝E^\R
college – 32%

3MPVRZ^aͭbͼ

̈́

White – 75%; Ethnic
– 25%

White – 66%; Ethnic
ͼ ̈́

White – 76%
6cV]WPͼ ̈́

White – 77%
Ethnic – 23%

OCCUPATION

BFΧd]R\_Z^hRQͼ
̈́͝7F ̈́

7Fͼ ̈́͝BFΧG]R\_Z^hRQͼ ̈́

BFΧd]R\_Z^hRQͼ
̈́͝7F ̈́

FT – 61%
BFΧG]R\_Z^hRQͼ
39%

INCOME

>RbbcVM]Ά Yͼ
53%; $75k+ – 27%

Ά Yήͼ ̈́͝
>RbbcVM]Ά Yͼ
̈́

>RbbcVM]Ά Yͼ
̈́

Ά Yήͼ ̈́
>RbbcVM]Ά Yͼ
̈́

MARITAL STATUS

Married – 56%

Married – 66%

Married – 59%

Married –63%

SHELTON SEGMENT

EYR_cWPbͼ ̈́
Seekers – 29%

Skeptics – 31%
Seekers – 30%

Seekers – 39%
Skeptics – 23%

Actives – 32%
Seekers – 32%

Gold:ERP^]Q\^bcZWYRZhc^ORV^\R^f]Rab͝\^bcZWYRZhc^VMeRPVWZQaR]d]QRaMURW]cVRV^dbR͝_aRcch
R`dMZZhb_ZWcMZ^]UUR]QRaZW]Rb͝h^d]URbcbRU\R]c͈̈́d]QRaMUR ͉͝\^bcRQdPMcRQUa^d_͝\^bcZWYRZhc^OR
employed full time; second most affluent group (but with a significant low-income slice); most likely to be Actives;
second most-likely to be Seekers.
Jade: Most likely to live in the West and NE; biggest gender split (most likely group to be female); oldest
Ua^d_͝bRP^]Q\^bcRQdPMcRQUa^d_͝\^bcZWYRZhc^ORR\_Z^hRQBFΧd]R\_Z^hRQ͝\^bcZWYRZhc^OR
Seekers. This is where we start to see the split between sustainability supporters and opponents – split is
Seeker first, Skeptic second.
Copper:ERP^]Q\^bcZWYRZhc^VMeRPVWZQaR]d]QRaMURW]cVRV^dbR͝cWRQS^a\^bcZWYRZhc^ZWeRW]@6͝
wide gender divide (this is the group most likely to be male); wide range of education (nearly even between
:E͜b^\RP^ZZRURM]QOMPVRZ^aͭb͉͝\^bcRcV]WPMZZhQWeRabRUa^d_͝\^bcMųdR]cUa^d_͝\^bcZWYRZhc^OR
\MaaWRQ͝MZ\^bcR`dMZ\WgORcfRR]EYR_cWPbM]QERRYRab͙
Navy:>RMbcZWYRZhc^^f]MV^\R͝\^bcZWYRZhc^ZWeRW]?WQfRbc͝ReR]Zhb_ZWcUR]QRafWbR͝ZRMbcRQdPMcRQͼ
:E^aZRbbS^a\^aRcVM]VMZS͝\^bcZWYRZhc^VMeRZ^fW]P^\RδΆ Y͝ZRMbcZWYRZhc^OR\MaaWRQ͝\^bcZWYRZh
to be Skeptics.
There seems to be a correlation between age, education and worldview. Older tends to be lower on the
worldview scale; younger is higher on the worldview scale. Education is similar – less education at lower
end of worldview spectrum; more education at the higher end.
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Appendix B

Green Product Purchase Propensity and Behaviors by Worldview
When asked if they are searching for greener (more energy-efficient, natural, sustainable, etc.) products,
@MehM]Q4^__RacVW]YRabfRaR\^aRZWYRZhcVM]<MQR^a8^ZQcVW]YRabc^bMhcVRhfRaR]^c͙2Z\^bc ̈́
^S@MehcVW]YRab͈;]QRg ͉M]Q ̈́^S4^__RacVW]YRab͈;]QRg ͉aRb_^]QRQͩ]^ͪc^cVWb`dRbcW^]͜
compared to 26% of Jade and 30% of Gold respondents. In addition, when asked how the recent economic
environment had impacted their green purchases, approximately 17% of Navy and Copper thinkers
responded “N/A – I don’t buy green products” (with indexes of 132 and 135, respectively). Gold thinkers
fRaRbZWUVcZh\^aRZWYRZhcVM]MeRaMURc^aRb_^]Qͩ;ͭ\OdhW]U\^aR͈ͪ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉͜M]Q<MQRcVW]YRab
were most likely to reply “I’m buying the same” (50%, Index 110).
While there were no significant (p<.05) differences in the specific green products respondents were
searching for by thinking style, when compared against the average, product indexes illuminate some
subtle differences in priorities.
Navy thinkers were below average for every product category except for personal care products
͈bVM\_^^b͜b^M_b͜Z^cW^]b͉͙FVRaRfRaR_MacWPdZMaZhd]W]cRaRbcRQW]ͩUaRR]RaͪMdc^\^OWZRb͈ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉͜
PZ^cVW]Ǘ͈͜;]QRg ͉M]QOMOh_a^QdPcb͈̈́͜;]QRg ͉͙
Copper thinkers were near average for most product categories with a few exceptions. They were less
W]cRaRbcRQW]ͩUaRR]RaͪS^^QM]QOReRaMURb͈ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉͙FVRhfRaR\^aRZWYRZhc^bMhcVRhfRaR
bRMaPVW]US^aUaRR]RaM__ZWM]PRb͈ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉M]QSda]WcdaR͈̈́͜;]QRg ͉͙
Jade thinkers also exhibited near-average interest in most green product categories, with the exception of
two home improvement categories: home improvement (windows, insulation, carpet, etc.) (50%, Index 117),
and plumbing fixtures and faucets (21%, Index 110).
Gold thinkers expressed above-average interest for most green product categories, particularly for food
M]QOReRaMURb͈ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉͜_Rc_a^QdPcb͈ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉M]Q_Zd\OW]UŬgcdaRbM]QSMdPRcb͈ ̈́͜
;]QRg ͉͙FVRPMcRU^aWRbcVMcW]cRaRbcRQcVR\ZRMbcfRaRSda]WcdaR͈̈́͜;]QRg͉M]QOMOh_a^QdPcb͈̈́͜
Index 72).
Green Behaviors
Gold thinkers have purchased more green products and adopted more green habits than members of the
^cVRacVW]YW]UbchZRUa^d_b͜PZMW\W]U QWŪRaR]cMPcWeWcWRb^]MeRaMUR͜P^\_MaRQc^cVR^cVRaUa^d_b͛



Navy
4^__Ra
Jade
Gold



10.0
͙
12.5
13.6

3^cV8^ZQM]Q<MQRaRb_^]QR]cbfRaRbWU]WŬPM]cZh\^aRZWYRZhc^SMZZW]c^cVRVWUV͈ ͼ ͉MPcWeWchZReRZ
͈ ̈́M]Q ̈́͜;]QRgRb M]Q ͜aRb_RPcWeRZh͉͜P^\_MaRQc^cVR4^__RaM]Q@MehUa^d_b͈ ̈́M]Q
̈́͜;]QRgRb M]Q͜aRb_RPcWeRZh͉͙
Compared to the overall population, Gold respondents were significantly more likely to say they drive
MVhOaWQ^aMb\MZZ͜SdRZRűPWR]cPMa͈ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉͝aRPhPZRVMaQRac^aRPhPZR_a^QdPcb͈P^\_dcRa
R`dW_\R]c͜47>OdZOb͜OMccRaWRb͜_aW]cRaPMacaWQURb͜RcP͙͉͈ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉͝M]QaRdbRV^cRZc^fRZbfVR]
bcMhW]US^a\^aRcVM]^]R]WUVc͈ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉͙
<MQRcVW]YRabfRaR\^bcZWYRZhc^PZMW\cVMccVRhOaW]UcVRWa^f]OMU͈b͉fVR]bV^__W]U͈ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉
and that they adjust their thermostat settings to save energy (73%, Index 121). The altruistic Jade thinkers
were also somewhat more likely to give to environmental causes (23%, Index 151).
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Copper thinkers were more likely to run their dishwasher only when completely full (59%, Index 112) and
bZWUVcZh\^aRZWYRZhc^VMeRaR_ZMPRQc^WZRcbΧbV^fRaVRMQbfWcVZ^fů^fΧIMcRaER]bRΟMZcRa]McWeRb͈ ̈́͜
Index 113).
Navy thinkers were consistently the group most likely to respond “none of these” in every product and
activity category. For example, 61% of Navy thinkers (Index 116) said they hadn’t participated in any of the
transportation activities listed. They were below average for every conservation behavior except for “don’t
ůdbVcVRc^WZRcfVR]^]ZhdaW]McW]U͈ͪ ̈́͜;]QRg ͉͙:^fReRa͜ ̈́^S@MehcVW]YRab͈\^aRcVM]M]h^cVRa
group) said they grow much of their own food (Index 127).
Finally, Gold thinkers and Jade thinkers over-indexed for the behavior “I avoid buying disposable products
ZWYR_ZMcRb͜Pd_bM]Q_M_Rac^fRZb͙ͪ6P^BdZbRTM also asked respondents to describe their households’ use
of disposable cups and plates and paper towels and Jade thinkers were the group most likely to say they
were using less than in the past (51%, Index 119).
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